
Revisiting the symmetri reations for synthesis of superheavy nulei of Z �120R. K. Choudhury and Y. K. Gupta�Nulear Physis Division, Bhabha Atomi Researh Centre, Mumbai - 400085, INDIAIntrodutionThere have been extensive e�orts experi-mentally to synthesize super-heavy elements(SHE) through heavy ion reations with suit-able hoie of projetile and target nulei. Thetwo main routes followed are: `hot fusion'with atinide target nulei and highly asym-metri reation hannels [1℄, and `old fusion'with Pb, Bi target nulei with moderatelyasymmetri reation hannels [2℄. In all theseexperiments, the ompound nuleus (CN) isformed with relatively less neutron numbers asompared to that needed for the extra stabil-ity due to the shell e�ets. Another reason forpoor suess of the experiments is that the re-ation jQj-value is muh lower than (for `hot-fusion'), or similar to (for `old-fusion') theCoulomb barrier (VCoul) of the fusing targetand projetile nulei. Hene, at beam energiesjust above Coulomb barrier, the CN is formedwith high exitation energy whih is alreadylarger than the neutron emission threshold.The radioative-ion-beam routes are also be-ing suggested for produing ZCN � 120. How-ever, these reations will have severe limita-tion on beam intensity.Symmetri heavy-ion ollisionsusing rare-earth nuleiThere have been some attempts usingnearly symmetri ollisions, however, the re-sults are not enouraging so far. In the follow-ing, we revisit the near symmetri ollisionsinvolving rare-earth nulei that might proveuseful for synthesis of old super-heavy nu-lei in the region of Z �120. The advantagesthat these reations o�er are: (i) VCoul < jQj�Eletroni address: ykgupta�bar.gov.in

TABLE I: Relevant data for the reation routesusing the rare-earth nulei.Reation ZPZT Q- Value VCoul Sn(ZCN ACN) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)154Sm + 150Nd 3720 -377.5 373.9 7.1(122, 304)154Sm + 154Sm 3844 -394.9 385.5 7.1(124, 308)160Gd + 154Sm 3968 -412.2 396.2 7.3(126, 314)value, (ii) Large g.s. deformations of both tar-get and projetile nulei that might enhanenear barrier fusion ross setion by hanneloupling and lowering of fusion barrier, Bfus,(iii) Good n=p ratio of CN, (iv) Stable beamsfor large beam intensity, (v) Large elemen-tal abundanes of rare-earth elements, (vi)Large enter-of-mass veloity for better olle-tion of CN residues in forward diretion, and(vii) Low neutron bakground at optimum lowbombarding energy.Table I shows some relevant data suh asthe ZPZT value, the fusion Q-value, VCoul andthe neutron separation energy (Sn) for ertainreation routes suggested in the present workusing rare-earth nulei fusion hannels.Theoretial estimatesOne expets that due to large ZPZT prod-ut, fusion will be largely hindered. However,for deformed nulei there is no lear ut under-standing of the fusion hindrane. Fusion-By-Di�usion (FBD) model has been suessfullyemployed in reproduing the measured exita-tion funtion for the super-heavy element syn-thesis up to Z=119 [3℄. In the FBD model, theevaporation residue ross setion �ER for pro-
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FIG. 1: The ross setion for the synthesis ofsuper-heavy nulei as a funtion of ZPZT for thereations disussed in the present work at forE:m: values for whih EX =10 MeV. The lineis shown to guide the eye.dution of a given �nal nuleus in its groundstate is fatorized as the produt of the partialstiking ross-setion �stik(`), the di�usionprobability PDi�us(`), and the survival prob-ability Psurv(`) [4℄:�ER = 1X̀=0 �stik(`)PDi�us(`)Psurv(`) (1)The stiking ross setion is determined bythe \di�used barrier formula" based on as-sumption of Gaussian distribution of the bar-riers around a mean value [4℄ and for thepresent reations at EX =10 MeV it variesfrom 170 to 300 mb. In the FBD model, theprobability (PDi�us) that the system injetedat a point outside the saddle point ahievesfusion is alulated using the di�usion proessover a paraboli barrier, it is given by [3, 4℄;PDi�us = 12 �1� erfpH=T� (2)where H is barrier height opposing fusionalong the asymmetri �ssion valley, as seenfrom the injetion point and T is the tem-perature of the fusing system. At the ex-itation energy EX <10 MeV, the tempera-ture T is expeted to be <1.0 MeV but def-initely >0.5 MeV. It is seen for the presentreations that the hindrane fator, H = 5

� 1.5 MeV and the orresponding di�usionprobability is in between of 10�6 and 10�3 for0:5 MeV � T � 1:0 MeV.As far as survival probability (Psurv) isonerned, it is seen from the systematis ofSwiateki et al. [3℄ that it has a very weak de-pendene on the properties of ompound nu-leus in ase of old fusion reations. Fromtheir work (Fig. 2 of Ref. [3℄), we have derivedthe value of Psurv for Z=104 to 119 whih areseen to lie in a narrow range of 0.2�10�4 to6�10�4. Sine the value of Psurv for the oldfusion reations is not sensitive to the om-pound nulear properties, we onsider a nom-inal value of 10�4 for the survival probabilityfor all the systems onsidered in the presentwork.Using the above value of Psurv and PDi�usto be 10�6, the lower limit of �nal ross se-tions for the synthesis of super-heavy nuleifor the present systems is arrived to be inthe range of 1.7�10�11 barn to 3.0 �10�11at EX =10 MeV, as shown in the Fig. 1.The E:m: values for whih EX =10 MeV in-reases in the range of 385 to 425 MeV withZPZT and it is reeted in the behavior of�nal evaporation residue ross setion as afuntion of ZPZT . Even if we allow for someunertainties in the alulations, the resultsseem to be quite enouraging for the Z � 120region. Present work suggests it to be def-initely worth for experimental investigationsusing rare-earth nulear ollisions. It is alsoneessary to arry out full mirosopi alu-lations to understand the fusion mehanismfor these heavy systems.We are thankful to Drs. S. S. Kapoor, A. K.Jain (IITR), and V. M. Datar for many usefuldisussions.Referenes[1℄ Yu. Ts. Oganessian et al., Nature 400 242(1999).[2℄ S. Hofmann et al., Nul. Phys. A 734 93(2004).[3℄ W. J. Swiateki et al., Phys. Rev. C 71014602 (2005).[4℄ T. Cap et al.,Phys. Rev. C 83 054602(2011) .
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